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Millions of Opportunities 
If you got tired from London, then you got tired from life, Englishmen say. That means that if you are 
fed up with the city, demonstrating all 4 seasons a day and possessing collection of sights for every 
taste, than the issue is not about the city, but about you. One can’t get enough of London, because 
there is a plenty of things to do there. 
 



London museums are the best in Europe. Nature lovers will appreciate walking in Hyde Park, Regent’s 
Park or Greenwich, a huge and green region in the city. Everyone will find here something to do and to 
see – from romantics to melomaniacs and clubbers, as the city offers plenty of leisure opportunities. 
There is a common clichés about London – this is a city, where it often rains, people are arrogant and 
unfriendly, eat cereals every morning, and drink tea every evening. Everything turned out to be exactly 
so, except for arrogance – one may mix it up with reserved politeness. London citizens will always 
stretch out a hand for help if you stand amid a street with a map. As for the rest, Englishmen are stick 
to their traditions. Facades of many buildings haven’t changed since the times of Wilhelm III, streets 
are filled with cabs and two-level red buses. Despite every schoolchild has a mobile phone here, there 
are red call boxes on every corner. Food for British people is a true ritual: if it’s time to drink tea, one 
forgets about working and gets back to family or joins a friend in a restaurant for a cup of tea. 
 
As many years ago, people go to pubs every night: grey headed guests are there to play bridge and 
chess, and twenty year old ones – to have a jug of beer. When it comes to local food, it seems to be 
flavorless to other Europeans. If you ask a London guy where to have a tasty meal, he will probably 
hold that thought and advise you to visit an Italian or a Chinese restaurant. For example, Locanda 
Locatelly has a reputation of the best Italian restaurant outside Italy; it’s a favorite spot of Madonna, 
Mick Jagger, and Paul McCartney. Or a Chinese restaurant chain Royal China, famous for its 
sophisticated interiors. London is the place where different nationalities perfectly blend with each other 
and one can find here the best representatives of all cultures. 
 
Back in 19th century, the capital of Great Britain became known for its men’s fashion. So shopping is 
another cause to visit London. Choosing clothes in London becomes a special activity; it’s as much 
beloved by people as eating ice cream or rolling downhill in Aqua Park. No one will abuse you for 
trying plenty of things and leaving a shop without a purchase. Consultants and salesmen join this 
captivating game and assist you with trying new things of all styles and sizes.  
 
But not everyone possesses enough time for shopping, that’s why luxurious hotel Hyatt 
Regency London – The Churchill launched a special offer for those who want to have a fruitful 
weekend in London. Personal stylist Joanne Black, who previously collaborated with 
Alexander McQueen, Christian Dior, Donna Karan and Yves Saint Laurent, will need only 5-6 
hours to find the best solution for those searching for their image. The offer Fashionistas’ Style 
Sensation includes pleasant bonuses – starters and drinks in the lounge area of Hyatt hotel, 
exotic fruit and Krug Rose as a greeting complement in room as well as £250 gift certificate for 
shopping at the multibrand store Selfridges. This package costs £980 per night – one may 
think this offer to be pretty expensive, but it’s really worth it if you think of huge amount of 
things you can mistakenly obtain during unsuccessful experiments with your image.  
 
We’ve arrange a meeting with Joanne before her leave to Cannes, where she was supposed to 
help one actress with a dress for red carpet. She can’t share information about her clients. But 
former Miss Ireland and present image consultant of world known celebrities, also having 
personal access to the most fashionable city in the world, revealed her secrets to Hello! 
magazine.  
 

- Joanne, what celebrities do you rank as style icons and would like to collaborate with? 
- Kylie Minogue always dresses perfectly, you know, she is actually very small – only 153 

cm high, but there is a great harmony in her look. She simply sticks to the right 
proportions and makes the right accents – she has long legs, graceful head, slender 
waist, that’s why no one pays attention to her height. And Penelope Cruz, to my opinion, 
with all respect to her beauty, she is too fond of ruches and flounces. Sometimes she 
looks like a blossoming rose or a peony. In fact, women with clear classic figure have to 
be especially careful with decorating themselves. Best decision for them is a simple, 
figure fitting dress.  

- Can you give common recommendations for all types of women? Some designers, for 
instance, advise: if you don’t know what to put on, choose a black dress. 

- No way, I wouldn’t advise black to everyone. Of course, it’s very elegant and 
multipurpose, but can easily slap you another ten years. 



- Can you explain, what it means to look stylish? It’s a very vague notion: a person can 
have one style for today, and another one for tomorrow. 

- This can be seen immediately, as a person appears in a room. If one is keeping his head 
and feels great and enjoys oneself, than he has a style. And if one is slouching, feels 
uncomfortable and looks so to say colorless – than he has no style. 

- You collaborate with people of different nationalities, but beauty and style vary a lot 
depending on culture. How do you manage to consider particularity of each client, 
especially of a celebrity? 

- This is true. Japanese fashion is very progressive and Japanese girls wear things that 
will become trendy in Europe in 5 years only. The Italians and the Russians tend to 
excessive decoration and abundance of accessories. The Germans have less fantasy in 
getting dressed. The most stylish to my opinion are French women; they mostly don’t 
need my advices. Nevertheless, there are common guidelines, which work for everyone. 
I even have my own concept. I personally distinguish 6 different looks: classic, natural, 
dramatic, romantic or feminine, sport and mould-breaking one. Usually, one mixes 
things of two different styles, and creates his personal image. But if one tries to 
combine three and more styles, than he will hardly be looking smashing. That’s why I 
advise everyone to find appropriate combination and follow it. Regarding celebrity 
clients, they for sure can be capricious but not with me, as I love my job and do it 
properly, which brings me joy and satisfaction. 
 

 
 
Photo Captions (page 106): 
 
-Joanne Black is an acknowledged expert in image consultancy, working with world known 
celebrities. 
 
-Hyatt Regency London – The Churchill is a luxurious hotel in the heart of London West End, which 
concept is based on blend of firm British traditions and modern technology. 
 
 
 

 


